SAFETY+ AESTHETICS
NEW! LEXAN™ DH65011 DECORATIVE SHEET

SABIC EXPANDS LEXAN™ SHEET PRODUCT LINE TO DELIVER ENHANCED DESIGN OPTIONS WITH FIRE SAFETY FOR RAILWAY INTERIORS ACCORDING NFPA 130.

Railway coach manufacturers now have a new material to inspire a fresh approach to design and coach aesthetics while addressing key safety regulations, thanks to a new polycarbonate sheet solution from SABIC.

LEXAN™ DH65011 decorative sheet is a thermoformable opaque, solid, low-gloss polycarbonate/acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (PC/ABS) material that is compliant with the US FRA fire safety standard for passenger rail car interior materials according NFPA 130.

In 2019 SABIC will be able to offer even more design flexibility as it comes to availability in multiple colors and patterns.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
• Wall claddings
• Window frames
• Ceiling components
• Back and base shells of passenger seats
PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

Standard gauges: 3.2 mm
Sizes: 1524 x 1086 mm, 1524 x 1696 mm
Textures: DH65011 (Polish / Haircell)
Colors: customer colors and patterns are available
Masking: none